Errata for *Principles of ICD-10-CM, 4th Ed.*

Please see the following correction(s) to the questions(s) and/or answer(s) for CHECKPOINT and TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE exercises in the book.

**NOTE:** *Red underlined text* indicates new text added to the question. *Crossed-out text* indicates deleted text from the question.

(Updated 03/22/2019)

---

**Chapter 3: Checkpoint Exercise 3-2, page 54**

#1: Correct answer: C15-C26  
#4: Correct answer: K40-K46

---

**Chapter 4: Test Your Knowledge, page 65**

#4: Correct answer and order: Alphabetic Index: Neuropathy, neuropathy, Vitamin B12 with anemia D51.0 (first) [G63] secondary diagnosis

#9: Correct answer and order: Use additional code for adverse effect, if applicable, to identify drug (T36-T50 with 5th or 6th character 5)

---

**Chapter 6: Checkpoint Exercise 6-2, page 99**

#1: Correct answer: Z-21 (positive HIV blood test)

---

**Chapter 6: Checkpoint Exercise 6-4, page 121**

#14: Correct answer: E66.01 (morbid obesity)

---

**Chapter 6: Test Your Knowledge, page 131**

#2: Revised question (see *red underlined text*): Type 1 diabetic patient is brought to the ER by ambulance in a coma. The patient is pale, has rapid heartbeat, and his face is covered in sweat. The physician finds that the insulin pump has been delivering an overdose of insulin. After reviewing the lab results, the patient is diagnosed with diabetic hypoglycemia with coma.
Correct answer: T85.694A, T38.3X1A, E10.641

#9: Correct answer: E10.3293

Chapter 7: Checkpoint Exercise 7-3, page 170

#6: Correct answer: H26.491
#10: Correct answer: H34.8330
#11: Correct answer: H40.033; Z83.511

Chapter 7: Checkpoint Exercise 7-4, page 174

#3: Correct answer: H93.A2

Chapter 7: Test Your Knowledge, page 175

#11: Correct answer: F31.9
#24: Correct answer: G56.03

Chapter 8: Checkpoint Exercise 8-1, page 185

#7: Correct answer: R03.0
#10: Correct answer: I27.29, M32.13
#11: Correct answer: I15.2, E24.9
#13: Correct answer: I115.8, D49.6

Chapter 8: Checkpoint Exercise 8-2, page 194

#11: Correct answer: I21.9, I50.9, Z87.891

#15: Revised question (see red underlined text): A 70-year-old female arrives in the emergency department with a severely painful arm and numbness of her hand. Symptom onset was sudden and occurred three hours prior to arrival. Examination reveals a cold and pulseless limb. Cardiac rhythm is irregular, and EKG confirms atrial fibrillation not present on a study performed one month earlier. Ultrasound confirms presence of thrombus. An emergent embolectomy is performed.

Correct answer: I48.0, I74.2
Chapter 8: Checkpoint Exercise 8-3, page 200

#5: Correct answer: A22.1 and J16.8

Chapter 8: Checkpoint Exercise 8-4, page 207

#1: Correct answer: J47.0

Chapter 8: Test Your Knowledge, page 208

#25: Correct answer: I25.42

Chapter 9: Checkpoint Exercise 9-2, page 231

#1: Correct answer: L03.116, B95.8

#3: Revised question (see red underlined and crossed-out text): _______________ cane acne conglobata

Correct answer: L70.1

Chapter 9: Checkpoint Exercise 9-3, page 240

#7: Correct answer: M00.9, B95.8, M32.11, N05.9

#11: Correct answer: M06.032

#15: Revised question (see red underlined and crossed-out text): A 12-year-old patient usually confined to a wheelchair due to neuromuscular disease presents with severe hip flexion contracture of 110 degrees bilaterally. The contracture has precluded the patient from sitting in a wheelchair use, or using braces for erect posture.

Correct answer: M24.551, M24.552, G70.9

Chapter 9: Checkpoint Exercise 9-4, page 248

#5: Correct answer: N83.209

Chapter 9: Test Your Knowledge, page 249

#1: Correct answer: N80.0
#9: Correct answer: N99.523
#14: Correct answer: L23.3, T36.1X5A
#24: Correct answer: N92.0
Chapter 10: Checkpoint Exercise 10-1, page 266

#1: Correct answer: O12.00
#2: Correct answer: O14.93, Z3A.32
#4: Correct answer: O70.20, Z37.0
#7: Correct answer: O00.80
#14: Correct answer: O77.9, O69.81X0, Z37.0
#15: Correct answer: O00.119

Chapter 10: Checkpoint Exercise 10-2, page 273

#3: Correct answer: P50.1
#15: Correct answer: P92.09

Chapter 10: Checkpoint Exercise 10-3, page 275

#2: Correct answer: Q24.1

Chapter 10: Test Your Knowledge, page 276

#10: Correct answer: P28.81, P07.38, P07.18, Z38.00
#12: Correct answer: O44.03, O77.9, Z37.0
#15: Correct answer: O36.4XX0, O60.03, Z3A.36

Chapter 11: Checkpoint Exercise 11-1, page 296

#1: Correct answer: R47.02
#15: Correct answer: R73.09, Z83.3

Chapter 11: Checkpoint Exercise 11-2, page 285

#1: Correct answer: W67.XXA, Y92.34, Y99.8
#2: Correct answer: V81.4XXA, W19.XXXA, Y92.522, Y99.0
#3: Correct answer: W46.0XXA, Y92.239, Y99.0
#4: Correct answer: W59.11XA, Y92.828, Y93.01, Y99.8
#5: Correct answer: V78.0XXA, Y92.411, Y93.84, Y99.0
#6: Correct answer: W22.8XXA
#7: Correct answer: X38.XXXA
#8: Correct answer: V90.19XA
#9: Correct answer: T81.9XXA
#10: Correct answer: X31.XXXA, Y93.01, Y92.828, Y99.8
#11: Correct answer: V97.33XA, Y92.520, Y93.89, Y99.0
#15: Correct answer: V86.92XA, Y93.29, Y99.0

Chapter 11: Checkpoint Exercise 11-3, page 308

#2: Correct answer: S06.0X0A
#4: Correct answer: S71.102D, L08.9
#5: Correct answer: S36.112A
#11: Correct answer: S92.063A, W17.89XA

#15: Revised question (see red underlined text): Initial encounter for open cervical fractures of the C1- C4 with spinal cord injury at C4.


Chapter 11: Checkpoint Exercise 11-4, page 313

#1: Correct answer: T22.312A, T23.252A, T21.11XA, T31.10
#2: Correct answer: T25.311A, T25.321A, T31.0, X03.0XXA, Y93.H9, Y92.007/Y92.096, Y99.8
#4: Correct code sequence: T54.94XA, T28.5XXA
#5: Correct answer: T22.312A, S48.012A, Z89.212 (optional)
#6: Correct answer: T26.60XD
#7: Correct answer: L55.1, X32.XXXXA
#9: Correct answer: T23.209A, T23.279A (or T23.299A), T31.0

#10: Correct answer: T23.201A, T31.0, X10.2XXA, Y93.G3, Y92.511, Y99.0
#11: Correct answer: T21.00XA, T31.0, X06.2XXA, Y92.038, Y99.8

#13: Revised question (see red underlined text): A 22-year-old automobile mechanic suffered second-degree burns of the neck, right shoulder, and right forearm from a radiator scald injury.
Correct answer: T20.27XA, T22.251A, T22.211A, T31.10, X16.XXXA, Y99.0

#14: Correct answer: T24.202A (or T24.232A), T31.0, X17.XXXA

Chapter 11: Checkpoint Exercise 11-5, page 320

#1: Correct answer: T46.0X1A, I46.9 (or I46.8 because the cardiac arrest is caused by an overdose [ie, other condition])
Correct answer: T50.1X2A, E87.8
Correct answer: T45.4X1A, K29.01
Correct answer: T39.1X5A, T40.2X5A, R22.9, L53.0
Correct answer: T60.91XA, R06.03

#13: Revised question (see red underlined and crossed-out text): Brachycardia due to inhalation of carbon bisulfide disulfide.

Correct answer: T65.4X4A, R00.1

Chapter 11: Test Your Knowledge 11-5, page 321

Correct answer: S22.49XA, W20.XXXA, Y92.69, Y99.0
Correct answer: S82.209A, W11.XXXA, Y92.009, Y93.H9, Y99.8

#7: Revised question (see red underlined text): Patient was seen in the office for lacerations on the forearm. The patient explained that a dog that had rabies bit her. The physician administered a vaccination and bandaged her arm. He reported the incident to the proper local authorities, and asked that she return for follow-up the next day and to call if she begins to exhibit any unusual symptoms.

Correct answer: S51.859A, W54.0XXA, Z20.3

#10: Correct answer: T14.8XXA, W00.9XXA, Y93.1, Y92.242, Y99.8
Correct answer: S62.109A, V97.0XXA, Y93.39, Y92.813, Y99.0
Correct answer: K52.21, Z91.011
Correct answer: S52.90XA, S52.209A, S52.309A

#18: Revised question (see red underlined text): A patient was admitted to the burn unit after a truck with paint chemical exploded and he suffered third-degree thermal burns over 55% of his arms, legs, and torso.


Correct answer: S62.102A, W14.0XXA
Correct answer: S63.122A

Chapter 12: Test Your Knowledge, page 337

Correct answer: Z71.82
Correct answer: Z04.71 or Z04.72
#11: Correct answer: Z12.79

#16: Correct answer: O26.13, *Low weight gain in pregnancy, third trimester*

**Rationale:** ICD-10-CM Guidelines I.C.15.a..1, states that “Should the provider document that the pregnancy is incidental to the encounter, then code Z33.1, *Pregnant state, incidental,* should be used in place of any chapter 15 codes. It is the provider’s responsibility to state that the condition being treated is not affecting the pregnancy.”

In the question, the physician noted that "Other than *insufficient weight gain*, the patient does not appear to have any complications or problems," which is an indication that *low-weight gain* is not normal. So, code 026.13 should be reported.

Although there is indication of “insufficient prenatal care” (indicated by “has not sought medical care of any type during the pregnancy” in the question) to report code O09.33, the physician *did not expressly state* that there was insufficient care. Coders cannot infer and, therefore, this code cannot be reported.